A very personal description of Robert Master’s dark night of the soul, which was of almost psychotic proportions, and his return.

A phenomenology of thinking.

The award-winning essays of the contest sponsored by the John Templeton Foundation.


V. Nabokov was a great (and unsentimental) connoisseur of comedies and joys of consciousness. Among other things Brian Boyd’s book helps to understand this side of Nabokov’s talent.

... Jenny Wade

... Frances Vaughan

... Charles T. Tart

... Tõnu R. Soidla


... Huston Smith


... David Lukoff


... David Loy


... John Levy


... Lawrence LeShan

194 *The Journal of Transpersonal Psychology, 2005, Vol. 37, No. 2*
Seemorg matrix work is a promising new energy psychology that uses chakras to clear trauma.

The Developmental Needs Meeting Strategy (DNMS) is based on the creation of a healing circle comprised of a nurturing adult self, a protective adult self and a spiritual core self to help unhappy and traumatized child parts experience getting their needs met. Anecdotal reports from clinicians show promise in the healing of childhood wounds.

... Irene Lazarus


... Michael Hutton


... Stanislav Grof


... Daniel Goleman


... Jorge Ferrer
Sequel to better known *I Claudius*. Accurate history, remarkable vision of a man forced to become a god but a not very good one.

Brilliant use of a dozen branches of science to lay out what makes societies thrive or wither. The US, right now, is running close to falling off the edge.

A brief straightforward biography of a major western woman saint, who starved herself to death at age 36, fought with Popes, did major miracles, and had a deeply pathological childhood. Goes against lots of psychological pre-conceptions.

... Jim Fadiman


... Marcie Boucouvalas
From picture books to graphic novels, fantasy to family fun, these must-read books have the power to hook both boys and girls. Some are cultural touchstones that belong in every kid's library. Others open kids' minds to cultures beyond their own. And some are modern releases that have the timeless quality of classics -- the kinds that get handed down to siblings and passed around classrooms. Whether you have a reluctant reader or budding bookworm, check out these surefire, kid-tested titles. (We've included a few rated best for 12 and up for the precocious readers out there!)

Wa Today is National Book Lovers Day, and in honor of this most lit(erary) of occasions, we at HuffPost wanted to share what reads our editors are thumbing through. Take a look below at the books our editors are currently reading. From memoirs and self-help guides, to novels and essays, a story is sure to strike your interest. 1. Eve's Hollywood by Eve Babitz. Amazon. "The book is an ode to Los Angeles that I'm certain will give anyone reading it Angeleno aspirations. Babitz's Hollywood is the sassier, freer answer to Joan Didion's thoughtful prose in Slouching Towards Bet"